Alternate Delegate

Rasmeet Miller, MD

Residency program: Family Medicine Residency AMITA Health Saints Mary and Elizabeth Chicago

Statement of Interest

Serving as an alternate delegate in RFS clearly aligns with my supererogatory passion for advocating for learners on a national platform.

My love for supporting learners remains strong since my involvement in the MSS. Now, as a resident, I want to continue giving residents and fellows a voice in a dynamically changing world. The recent pandemic has highlighted many systemic deficiencies and has increased the burden on an already stressed training environment. Being part of the wellness committee and a recent chief resident nominee for my program, I have had the honor of promoting health and self care for our residents. If elected, I hope to bring the same fervor, understanding, and resolution by elevating our unified voice for the betterment of residents and fellows.

As a medical student, I have been involved in MSS by participating in activities and writing resolutions that were student centric. Growing in the AMA has led me to recently get involved as an AMA ambassador; further reaffirming my passion for organized medicine. Being elected as an alternate delegate will be privileged position to represent the needs of learners.

Thank you for your consideration.

Diversity Statement

I come from a traditional east Asian background that was often limiting in what I am and I can become. As a self-identified non-binary individual, I hope to meet members in the 'inbetween' and 'intersection' of they are become and aspire to be.

As an individual who does not 'fit into a box,' I hope to bring the culmination of my diverse experiences and values to represent the beautiful cornucopia that is the resident and fellow section of the AMA.